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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks are becoming popular in health-care systems day by day 

with the rapid growth of new technologies and application, including Location-based aware 

systems. Following the comprehensive health-care reforms in past years, it motivates 

researchers to improve approachability to health-care specially in hospitals and health centers. 

The main purpose of this research is to develop a model for using of Location-based systems 

through iBeacon and Bluetooth Low Energy technologies in health-care. The proposed model 

is developed for hospitals as one of the active places, where time is critical. One of the major 

problems in the hospital environment is often the waiting time, procedures and finding 

appropriate departments, which are because of large population and the size of a hospital. To 

endeavor this dilemma, we developed a model that easily can help for the centers and places to 

visited by patients through their smartphone devices and examine it in a real indoor 

environment. The results show that, the proposed model can significantly improve hospital 

information management and patient guidance, and keep them up-to-date and provide detailed 

patient database, patient’s information and location to keep them track of doctor's appointment, 

and receiving a medication. With using different sensors, BLS, iBeacon and BLE, we can align 

patient, doctor, nurse, and pharmacy vendor to the specific purpose of satisfying patient's needs. 

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) Technology, Beacon 

Technology, Hospital Services, LBS (Location Based Services) 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, mobile technology offers solutions to a wide range of daily problems. Movable and 

related technologies to mobile technologies such as NFC, GPS, WiFi and Beacons are evolving and 

becoming an integral part of daily lives. 

A new technology mostly refers to apprehensions of cost, interoperability, and compatibility. 

These issues formerly made delay for extensive adoption of technologies, like, wireless in medical 

applications [1]. 

In aforementioned researches, inadequate consideration has been given to a monitoring of 

health, eventually during a rescue mission [2]. To connect this gap, a research by [3] is proposed 
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that Wearable Wireless Sensor Networks (WWSNs) that could perform a significant role to improve 

current Public-Safety Network (PSN). 

The hospital is one of the most important centers with long waiting time and receiving timely 

services for patients. In addition, finding different parts of the hospital are confusing because of the 

overpopulation and large hospital size. Other issues that cause patients' frustration in hospitals are 

the lack of responsiveness of admission units and absence of up-to-date information on bulletin 

boards and communication systems [4]. 

Today, these problems can be solved with a smartphone. Imagine that one enters the hospital 

and a welcome message appears on his phone upon arrival, then by entering the main area, he 

receives a message to follow the path to enter the unit. After crossing the path, he takes the necessary 

steps with the receptionist to take turns and make the payments. Now there is a message on the 

waiting time and the path to take to achieve the doctor's office in the hospital. Right now, he is at 

the doctor's office with the least amount of time wasted, and his medical record is complete and 

available to the doctor online. On the other hand, without holding the physical copy of the 

prescription he could refer to the pharmacy and receive his medicine [5].  

These are possible by installing a limited number of small devices called the Beacon in the 

hospital environment. Wireless technology is leveraging a ready-built infrastructure for data 

transmission. Trends' analysis designated by this data can assist doctors to manage diseases like, 

diabetes. 

In this research, we implement BLE iBeacon in a mid-size of hospital to gather data and 

generate significant information to guide patients, physicians and hospital manager. The proposed 

model reduced patients waiting time that lead to improve hospital performance. 

2 Literature Review 

One of the major applications of wireless systems is healthcare that possessed vital issues. 

Another requirement, which is mattered for developing countries is to have a low-cost and reliable 

network with effective protocols [6]. Beacons are based on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), which is 

a medium ranged transmission standard targeting for inexpensive devices with long life batteries [7, 

8]. Beacon technology is a protocol first introduced by APPLE at the Apple Worldwide Developers 

International Conference 2013. This system has a very small hardware to provide information and 

location services, which transfers information to other devices, including a smartphone unilaterally. 

This device enables the transmission of information by Bluetooth low energy radio signals without 

prior acceptance (transmitter and receiver pairing). In simple words, this technique is something like 

GPS technology. Accordingly, the advantage of this device over GPS is the location in the indoors 

environments that implemented as a patent [9]. There is a new method to use a BLE to provide a 

GPS and indoor locating service without using the cellular network  data which is simultaneous 

locating system based only on the Bluetooth low energy (BLE) technology to support collaborative 

communications by uniting the broadcast and mesh topology options to spread the applicability of 

beacon solutions [10]. 

There is another research that introduces a model for wearable sensors, and the focuses of 

researchers are in the real-time communication and data transmission of vital data of patients; those 



are in the critical situation [11]. The authors worked on the low-cost routing algorithm to reach real-

time data transmission in the wireless body sensor network. 

BLE can play a big role in health industry environment and acts as a CenterPoint of 

interconnection for all related monitoring apps and services. Figure 1 shows the data flow between 

BLE sensors, patients, machines and medical team. Moreover, the figure demonstrates the 

connection of data storage in local servers and remote healthcare centers for further use. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Data flow between BLE sensors, patients and medical team [12] 

The goal of this system is using the Bluetooth proximity sensor, the unique identifier received 

by different users, and the unique pre-programmed information of each user are transmitted to their 

smartphone via Bluetooth's port. Wearable sensor-based healthcare systems have drawn a lot of 

attention from the scientific community and the industry during the past several years. As the 

healthcare cost is growing, and the population is aging, unremarkable, low-cost and precise 

healthcare systems will possibly transform the healthcare forthcoming [13]. With this technique, it 

is possible to send comprehensive information to smart devices depending on the physical location 

and specific circumstances of each user. Location-based technologies are fully in line with the 

advancement of smartphones. Therefore, it can be concluded that this technique can make a valuable 

contribution to the medical industry, museums, shops, tourism industry, and most importantly to the 

management of information resources. Figure 2 presents the design and infrastructure that are 

needed to implement and use the BLW based solutions in hospitals and how patients and doctors 

can benefit of its implementation. 



 

Fig. 2. Required modules and infrastructure in healthcare system [14] 

The data-transfer platform in this technique is BLE. As its name implies, similar to its classical 

prototype, this technology is a personal wireless network for transmitting data over short distances 

but with far less power consumption. The power consumption of this network is so low that a simple 

button cell can easily last up to three years. This technique is suitable for transferring small data 

over short distances [15]. This technology transmits information to all the surrounding devices by 

releasing waves through the beacons [16]. Accordingly, it can be said that the information is being 

broadcasted by Beacons, and a device near the Beacons broadcast that information again. Depending 

on the device settings, these signals can be broadcasted between 100 and 200 meters. This difference 

depends on the settings set for the device. Figure 3 showing the detailed sensor network for in room 

and medical equipment’s network. 

 

Fig. 3. How sensors send data to local, internet and remote locations [12] 



 Variables used to change the signal-to-user distance of a Beacon device include: 

• RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) 

• TX Power 

Figure 4 shows the sample of APP GUI installed on cell phone to locate and be guided to the 

requested location by BLW sensors. 

 

Fig. 4. Communication Model [16] 

Figure 5 illustrates the solution based on the aforementioned articles, and layers required to 

implement this technology. Netherlands Department of Cardiology presented by the Leiden 

University and Medical Center (LUMC), designed the platform using IoT platforms with Beacon 

technology to treat patients with acute infectious disease. Therefore, the Sensor Base Tracking 

System was considered.  

 

Fig. 5. Layers required to design a Beacon based solutions [10] 



3 Research Method 

Based on the conducted studies, reviews and statistical data, the purpose of this study is to 

analyze the mentioned technology. From this point, a consensus is reached on the subject of the 

related services through the Location Base Services (LBS). The proposed method is based on LBS 

application in the field of treatment based on the conducted studies. Initially, the need in the field of 

treatment is examined, and then, by observing executive examples around the world, a conclusion 

on the use of this technology in the hospital setting is achieved.  
 

3.1 Communication via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 

 

It is a unilateral and independent communication. On the other hand, Beacons seeking to be found 

in the environment start transmitting information through the BLE platform at consecutive times. 

This information can be collected by apps or smartphones, and even Beacons can push or activate 

the apps. Clearly, BLEs can broadcast information up to 100 meters, which provides a perfect 

platform for locating people indoors. Throughput may hypothetically reach the limit of ~230 kbps, 

nevertheless authentic applications examined in this evaluation show throughputs limited to ~100 

kbps; the extreme accessible range is strictly reliant on the radio power, and it goes up to a limited 

tens of meters; the maximum number of nodes in the network depends on connection constraints, 

on the network architecture and particular device characteristics, however it is typically lower than 

10 [17]. BLE beacon networks suffer from the short energy lifetime. This persuades supplementary 

maintenance also. [18] 

To use the BLE in hospital environment, there are factors to be consider of and in below we 

will show our design for one mid-sized hospital. Figure 6 shows that how the proposed BLE enable 

sensors and required components have to be interconnected and how is the architecture of the system 

implemented in mid-size hospital to locate and monitor the patients’ location and vital signs activity 

in real-time. 

All public areas must be equipped with the BLE sensors to give us the capability of sending 

messages and send the navigation aids data to user’s cell phone. Environmental sensing BLE sensors 

must be installed on each room to sense and gather the temperature, humidity and light data. During 

the treatment period, vital BLE sensors/readers have to be attached to monitoring units and used by 

patients (like smart watch). Correspondingly, medical equipment link X-Ray and MRI machines 

must be connected to BLE network to have them monitored and be controlled via Central Point [19]. 

In all hospitals’ ER section is very important and critical and arrived patient must be taken under 

the monitoring immediately so with attaching the wearable BLE sensors at patient arrival all vital 

signs will be monitored immediately, and it may help to save a live instant. 



 

Fig. 6. The proposed BLE based on Beacons model (Total system architecture and components relation) 

This modular WSN designed contains BLE wearable and fix sensors to sense the patients’ vital 

signs, sensors to capture and monitor environment conditions such as temperature, humidity and 

light. All sensors send their data via different kind of media like WiFi, BL/BLE, and WSN to the 

application-based processing units like doctors’ mobile phone and installed in room tablets. For LBS 

section, we installed BLE iBeacon sensors in public spaces and alleyways. Processed information 

sent via edge gateways that are installed at the hallways and rooms to the main local servers. Results 

will be used in nursing stations as a real-time monitoring purpose and also to be shared with other 

connected hospitals for medical purposes such as drug allergic monitoring or healthcare authorities 

for performance monitoring. To increase the data availability and security, we store all data in a 

cloud-based storage and sync it with the local servers. 

4 Implementation 

Using WSN and BLE can help and improve the health care system and hospitals to the server 

more efficient services and can improve the quality of life. WSN and BLE infrastructure design to 

use in healthcare environment. The proposed design enables hospitals and healthcare system 

authorities to have an enriched ecosystem and practical data of patients, disease and quality of 

service in public health section. 
To illustrate the concept, the communication between the Beacons and the BLE platform is 

discussed. This platform will be distinguished by the following four components: 



4.1 UUID 

 

It is a 16-byte string, which is shared by most beacons. If someone is in a hospital and has access to 

a program or app to take turn and other services, these strings allow the hospital program to figure 

out the bit string coming from the beacons in the environment; given that the information location 

and suggestions are sent to the user.  

 

4.2 Major 

 

As the iBeacon protocol is used in this work, the detection of Bluetooth Beacon is based on the 

UUID of the beacon and its MAC Address. Then, by using the Beacons major and minor ID, there 

will be a capability to distinct location of Beacon groups. The warehouse beacons are also 

constituted with an explicit major, which is based on the office spaces and using of a major ID for 

the same. Figure 7 is presenting this ability.  

 

Fig. 7. The way iBeacons communicate with BLE in the proposed model 

4.3 Minor 

 

A two-byte string with information completely different from each beacon that contains unique 

information. For example, if someone is at the hospital, the beacon installed at the front door sends 

a welcome message; however, the beacon near the pharmacy offers unique offers of drug advertising 

and supplies. 
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4.4 TX Power 

 

This parameter has the task of measuring the signal strength. The user's exact location is determined 

by measuring the reciprocal signal strength. The major difference between GPS and Beacon is that 

the first and foremost differentiation is the data transmission platform, which is satellite in the GPS 

and Bluetooth in Beacon. This makes the difference between the two technologies in the indoor and 

outdoor environments. 

 

Fig. 8. Designed hardware and software used in mid-size hospital 

Now the explained concept is considered in the field of hospital. Assuming that the hospital has 

different departments such as radiology rooms, doctors' and pharmacy waiting rooms, pediatric 

dentistry, etc., there is a need for several beacons at each location, each of which is distinguished by 

UUID (Major& Minor). Each beacon should be named for a closer look and in larger samples. This 



naming and the resulting information have led to a consensus on the patient information of each 

ward or unit, which in turn leads to meet the needs. 

Designed hardware works under Apple’s iBeacon protocol (Figure 8) that broadcast its UUID, 

Minor and Major to advertise and crowd sensing device use BLE ver4.2 standards. 
Prototype hardware and software installed in a mid-size hospital, advertising messages and 

gathering basic users/environmental data. Figure 9 shows how each beacon can help to manage the 

information and resource integrity of the hospital. For example, one can refer to the number of times 

a patient visit’s clinic and receive medical attention (Figure 9). A deeper look at this problem allows 

going farther and addressing people's information more closely. As an illustration, by writing a 

program, one could achieve a fully documented, personalized history of patients or add how often 

each patient visit, his waiting time, physician's opinion, type of illness and etc. to other uses of this 

technique. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. The Number of times patients visits the clinic and receive medical attention 
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All gather data will be stored on local and cloud servers so with this scenario critical data can 

be available any-time, anywhere, and can be shared between doctors and also other medical staff 

around the hospital or even another hospital with more doctors and sergeants. 

The important part of the system design is the total infrastructure. To achieve the best 

performance and output of using the BLE, based on its nature and mobility, it is mandatory to design 

and implement the cloud and fog layer infrastructures. By doing so our real-time data and events 

will be stored on the cloud-based system via fog layer, and all data will be available for patients and 

health care system and can be used internal or external (privacy and confidentiality have to be 

checked by authorities). 

To design such an environment, there are several parts to be taking care of: Type of sensors 

such as body sensors, ingestible sensors, environment control/ monitoring sensors, hence sensors 

that are connected to the critical machines such as MRI, X-Ray units. 

The second design challenge is the data transport media and techniques. The common ways are 

using wireless access points, cellular network to transmit the data and Bluetooth media gateways. 

All can be use at the same time to transport the data to the fog layer [20]. Fog layer is the middleware 

between sensor and sensor gateway’s layer and the cloud layer. From fog layer, all data will be 

interchanged to the cloud layer and will be stored and backed up at the cloud layer. All data can be 

accessed and used from anywhere anytime. Hospitals, patient, healthcare system and healthcare 

department authorities will have real-time and archived data via cloud layer. 

5 Results 

By examining the subject, it is concluded that iBeacon technology helps to make a great 

progress towards the intelligent hospital. This intelligence provides the patients, physicians and 

diseases information as a valuable source. Using all four components of the BLE technology with 

the combination of mobile apps, data network based on fog and cloud infrastructure and RSSI 

navigation control systems, battery enhancement methods, ecosystem can be used in healthcare 

industry as a key point of monitoring, data gathering and improve the healthcare services.   

We installed sensors in ER, MRI and X-ray rooms to achieve the best data from users and find 

the crowded times of the day. Correspondingly, we installed in each room to monitor the room’s 

environment and its belongings. We attached BLE wrist bands to patient wrist so all vital signs be 

monitored during the pilot period. All WNS data gathers and stored in a cloud-based storage for 

further use. Other valuable points of this technique include the fact that there will be a great deal of 

time savings for patients and physicians. 

According to the research done in these articles, it can be concluded that the following results 

are obtained using the LBS technology: 

• Admission automation 

• Reduced patients' waiting time 

• Reduced registration, dismissal, patient acceptance time manually or using iBeacon 

technology 

• Achieving a database of patient information 

• Ease of tracking for patients 



• Coordination of the medical team (informing the staff of the work plan, detailed planning 

of activities, complete information on the medical conditions of each patient) 

• Accurate and reliable reporting of human resources and occupied space (presence of staff 

in specific areas, specific patients’ presence and tracking of, etc.) 

• Smart emergency support (safety measures and evacuation relief in public areas or hospital 

buildings) 

This scenario can be implemented in any size of hospital and even in small clinics and can 

improve the service level and also gather important information about the staff, doctors, and 

environment condition and with this kind of information owners can monitor the data, as well, 

governments and healthcare system authorities can have a better point of view about the healthcare 

ecosystem. 

6 Conclusions and Future work  

By implementing the BLE technology in hospitals, we can organize the potential of providing 

useful applications to the healthcare industry that can be trusted and relay on by medical staff and 

patients. BLE enabled devices are being used by many people in form of smart watches and wearable 

devises also BLE enabled medical units and machines are available in hospitals/small clinics aiming 

to serve better healthcare services and achieve accuracy and flawless action in administration of the 

hospital as well as the medical service provided to the patients. 

By using BLE in healthcare environment, the vast amount of data will be generated. These data 

contain patient’s vital data, environments data healthcare system’s data. For future works it’s 

suggested to focus on data analytics and data mining to use all capability of the gathered data via 

using the BLE. 
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